
i tell her that all i want to 
do is keep a diary, not save the 
world.

I can only write a little bit at a time, 
as i don't get much privacy around 
here, even though it's just me and 
mami in the walk-in closet in the 
mancinis' bedroom.

it is so strange to be in the 
very same house as oscar, and 
he doesn't even know!

i want to block my ears and not 
listen to this stuff! whenever i feel 
this way, i start writing in my diary 
so there's another voice that i can 
listen to. a third radio, tuned to my 
own heart.



since mundin was most at risk, being 
a guy, he'd stay at the embassy, as 
it's off-limits to the sim if they're 
obeying rules anymore.

just the thought of 
chucha at wimpy's 
makes me smile.

poor tia mari has to think of meals 
on top of everything else!

believe it or not, 
we get mail here!



suddenly it struck me 
that for a whole night, 
we were living with a dead 
body in our garage! it 
seemed so spooky, as 
well as dumb.

reading would make the 
time pass and take my 
mind off gloomy 
thoughts about what is 
happening to papi or tio 
toni or us.

tio pepe said that 
one thing all these 
famous prisoners 
found while they 
were locked up was 
that it was 
important to keep a 
schedule so as not 
to go crazy.

mami and i felt 
terrible, as it was 
our fault that this 
happened. and i 
felt doubly 
terrible leaving my 
diary out in the 
open! what if the 
sim had come in and 
found it there? i 
could have cost us 
our lives on 
account of my 
carelessness.

for days, i wasn't 
able to write a 
single word. the 
third radio was 
turned off. but 
then, i started 
thinking, if i stop 
now, they've really 
won. they've taken 
away everything, 
even the story of 
what is happening 
to us.



…oscar stepped 
inside the closet 
and ran his hand 
over the hanging 
suits and dresses, 
then stopped cold. 
something had 
caught his eye. very 
quietly, he backed 
out of the closet 
and shut the door.

but one card had 
been turned over: 
the queen of hearts!

oscar was standing in 
the yard, looking up. i 
ducked down before he 
saw me.

it turns out tia mari 
asked oscar this morning 
what book he might 
recommend for someone 
about his age, and he 
pulled this one out.

just knowing that i 
might have a secret 
communication going 
with oscar makes 
every day brighter.



tio pepe just returned from 
the embassy next door with 
some exciting news - mundin is 
going to be evacuated soon! she [mami] isn't sleeping as 

well anymore, as she 
doesn't have any equanil 
left. tia mari says that the 
drugstores are all out. it 
seems the whole country is 
taking tranquilizers.

but papi's name and 
tio toni's were not 
listed among those 
of the prisoners 
the oas interviewed 
when they came. i 
don't need mami to 
tell me that's not 
a good sign.



"Mundin!" Mami 
cried out.

i couldn't believe my 
own mother with her 
bad nerves was part 
of a secret plot! … i 
felt so proud of her!

she [chucha] said to 
tell you to get 
ready to use your 
wings again.

my hand is shaking so hard - 
but i want to leave this record 
just so the world knows-- 


